
 

 

GLOBEWEST OUTDOOR COLLECTIONS 2023 
 

Australian Furniture brand GlobeWest reveals its most comprehensive and diverse Outdoor furniture 
collection yet, adding 8 new ranges and 90+ new styles to its’ living, dining, and lounging offering.   
 
Discover functional designs in highly durable surfaces and weather resistant fabrics that encapsulates 
the feeling of a sun-soaked getaway, including thoughtfully curated textures and forms offering ultimate 
comfort with indoor-like quality.    
 
“As Australian architecture emboldens indoor/outdoor living spaces, we celebrate these broadly desired 
extensions of our homes, with reinforced indoor looks making their way outside for an elevated 
appearance.” Explains GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti Lytras. 
 
“Inspired by our connection with the natural environment, we’re excited to incorporate more colour into 
outdoor, injecting fresh tones of sage, terracotta, fossil and sand, merging style with durability in a 
soothing mix of materials.” Keti continues.   
 
Outdoor seating silhouettes present in new woven fabrics and tactile forms.  Refined tapering, sleek 
frames, and contemporary styles are enhanced through a blend of considered designs and contrasting 
profiles.  
 
Soft waves and arched profiles provide an edge to outdoor living, while multifunctional pieces offer 
flexibility to spaces large or small, with rounded dining tables & modular sofas accommodating a range 
of outdoor settings.    
 

NEW OUTDOOR COLLECTIONS 
 

With natural curves and flowing organic shapes, new collection Artie Outdoor will add a playful touch to 
outdoor living across a Dining, Coffee & Side table. Lively and unique shapes combine with a bullnose 
tabletop feature across three vibrant fibre stone colourways of terracotta speckle, sage speckle and warm 
sand. 
 
Clean and welcoming, Tulum offers plush comfort with a minimal pared-back frame across 1 & 3 Seater 
Sofas and a Coffee & Side Table. Soft rope weaving adds tactility in a fossil and white colourway, while 
a slim tubular structure creates a linear look across the occasional tables. 
 
Beckon a cosy sanctuary with Corsica. Cocooning comfort coupled with soft lined silhouettes helps 
create an intimate setting across Dining and Occasional Chairs. A combination of teak and rope, softened 
by rounded timber edges embodies a warm and inviting outdoor space.  
 
The understated yet eye-catching Portsea collection offers a sleek, refined and modern take on outdoor 
living. Spanning across living and dining, this versatile and durable collection features a Sofa & Day Bed 



 

 

with high arms in woven rope fabric, nesting Coffee Tables in contrasting materials & a Dining Table with 
a marble-look engineered stone top.   
 
Reminiscent of a coastal getaway, Tide features a prominent woven structure across Living and Dining 
styles. Durable Sunproof fabric is enveloped by woven frames across 1 & 3 seater sofas, while a tactile 
range of woven barstools and seating invites a light & airy presence. Round Dining & Coffee Tables 
display a tightly woven base with a chamfered edge top for a soothing effect. 
 
Form meets function with Balmain. Showcasing a range of powdercoated aluminium Dining Tables, 
Coffee Tables & Side Tables, this durable outdoor collection is structural yet minimal in design, with soft 
rounded legs available in black or white colourways. 
 
In a comforting display of smooth solid teak & durable fabric, the Sicily 3-Seater Sofa & Sofa Chair 
features a spindle frame & natural shape, evoking feelings of a countryside getaway. A laid-back style 
with lasting comfort in mind, Sicily is the perfect companion suited for lazy days lounging in the sun.   
 
Fleur makes a fresh statement with metal frames in a powder coated finish across coffee and side tables. 
Simple rounded tabletops are perched on elegant legs, creating a sense of balance, whilst the 
distinguished curves add a touch of Parisian chic.   
 

Ends 
 
 
 

Trend Forecast: Ask ID Collective for your digital version of our 2023 Design Directions.   
Imagery:  Deep etched product imagery available now  

Select in-situ imagery available now (refer following)  
Download at Flaunter. 

 
 
Interviews:  Available on request with GlobeWest Design or Product teams.  

 
Stockists:  GlobeWest Collections 2023 is available via boutique retailers and design professionals 
nationally. 
 
Website: globewest.com.au  

 
Instagram:  @globewest 
 
 
Outdoor technology specifications explained:  
https://www.globewest.com.au/outdoortechspecs 
 
Media Enquiries: iD Collective – Darinka, darinkah@idcollective.com.au | (03) 8554 4888 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://app.flaunter.com/brand/globewest-e579f86a8b10/share/16c3cf223f05875748453b3bc4cccd5c9cd22c4b
https://www.globewest.com.au/outdoortechspecs
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Artie Outdoor Tulum Corsica 

   
Portsea Tide Balmain 

   
Sicily Fleur 

  
 


